
Plotted DSO down to magnitude 14.0 and stars down to magnitude 10.2, comprehensive manual post-editing.

Select galaxy clusters and dense regions plotted in 21 separate "zoom" charts (with stars down to 12-13m).

Indications of over 500 best deep sky objects (Messier, Caldwell, Herschel 400, SAC best), bright & dark nebulae, common names.

Entire sky covered by 101 charts, 2 Index maps and 21 detailed "zoom" charts. Supplementary object lists available.

Each chart covers 20x30" (40x30") double page spreads, designed for A3 portrait B/W printing at 600 dpi. W/B field edition available

Source chart data was generated by "Sky Map Pro 10" software, C A Mariott © all rights reserved.
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